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As system administrator, you may need to expand an existing mail service or 
set up a new one. To help you with these tasks, this chapter introduces what’s 
new with Solaris 8 mail services, defines mail services terminology, and 
describes the components of the mail service.

 

NOTE. The information in this chapter has been extensively revised 
and updated.

 

This chapter defines the following terms and describes how they are used 
in the mail services.

• Systems in a mail configuration.
• Gateway.
• Mail hub.
• Mail client.

• Mail user agent (MUA).
• Mail transport agent (MTA) 
• Mail delivery agents (sometimes called mailers).
• Domains.
• Mail addressing.
• Mailbox.
• Aliases.

New!New!
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New Mail Service Features

 

The Solaris™ 8 mail services use the Version 8.9.3 

 

sendmail

 

 mail-transport 
agent. The following list describes some of the important changes that are 
included in this new version.

• You no longer edit the 

 

sendmail.cf

 

 file directly. You should treat it as 
a binary that is not editable. Instead, you start with a file with an 

 

.mc

 

 
(mail configuration) suffix and use the m4 macro processor together with 
the m4 macro files included with 

 

sendmail

 

 to “compile” the file with a 

 

.cf

 

 suffix. See “Generating the sendmail Configuration File” on page 53 
for more information.

• The new 

 

MaxHeadersLength

 

 configuration file option limits the length 
of the sum of all header lines in a message. The default value is 32786 
bytes. Incoming messages with headers that exceed the 

 

MaxHeadersLength

 

 value are rejected. See “Processing Options” on 
page 61 for more information. Note that even processing options such as 
these are controlled from the 

 

.mc

 

 file. 

 

Never

 

 change any of these options 
in the 

 

.cf

 

 file as long as the m4 macro files enable you to set them in 
the 

 

.mc

 

 file. See Chapter 2, “Customizing sendmail Configuration Files” 
for more information.

• You can use the new 

 

/etc/default/sendmail

 

 file to store options 
used to start 

 

sendmail

 

. In previous releases, the options were stored in 
an init script. When you use the 

 

/etc/default/sendmail

 

 file, 
upgrading systems is easier because you do not need to change the init 
scripts.
The new 

 

/etc/default/sendmail

 

 file is handy for client 

 

sendmail

 

 
systems. For example, you use this file to leave out the 

 

-bd

 

 option when 
running 

 

sendmail

 

 on a client system. Without the 

 

-bd

 

 option, 

 

sendmail

 

 delivers e-mail sent only from inside the system—sent by 
users currently logged in locally. 

 

sendmail

 

 does 

 

not

 

 listen to TCP port 
25 in this case, so this system cannot have e-mail transported 

 

through 
or into it

 

, only 

 

from inside

 

 it. This feature improves security because 
only a very few 

 

sendmail

 

 servers have the 

 

-bd

 

 option turned on in this 
file and only those hosts have 

 

sendmail

 

 listening on TCP port 25 for 
incoming e-mail transmissions.

• The 

 

mail.local

 

 program is extended to use the Local Mail Transfer 
Protocol (LMTP). This protocol returns error codes for each recipient so 
that the message is re-sent only to the recipients that did not receive the 
message. In previous releases, the message was requeued to all of the 
recipients so that everyone who had previously received the message 
would receive duplicates. This protocol was added to 

 

sendmail

 

 in the 
Solaris 7 release.

New!New!
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• You can use the new 

 

/usr/bin/praliases

 

 command to turn the data 
in the alias database into plain text. If you specify an argument on the 
command line, the command displays any matching key:value pair.

• You can use the new 

 

smrsh

 

 shell to limit the number of commands that 
can be run with the "

 

|program"

 

 syntax of 

 

sendmail

 

. When this feature 
is enabled—by adding 

 

FEATURE(`smrsh’)

 

 in the 

 

*.mc

 

 file—only 
programs included in 

 

/var/adm/sm.bin

 

 can be run. See “Using the 
sendmail Restricted Shell” on page 55 and the 

 

smrsh

 

(1M) manual page 
for more information.

• The 

 

vacation

 

 program has new options. You can use the 

 

-f

 

 option to 
select an alternate database instead of 

 

~/.vacation.ext

 

. You can use 
the 

 

-m

 

 option to specify an alternate message file instead of 

 

~/.vacation.msg

 

. You can use the 

 

-s

 

 option to specify the reply 
address instead of the UNIX 

 

From

 

 line in the incoming message.
• With the 

 

mailx

 

 program you can use the 

 

From:

 

 header as the basis of 
the sender instead of the envelope sender. This change to 

 

mailx

 

 makes 
it consistent with 

 

mailtool

 

 and 

 

dtmail

 

.
• The 

 

/usr/lib/sendmail.mx

 

 program—previously used to access DNS 
mail exchange records—has been removed. This functionality is now 
included in 

 

sendmail

 

 by default. 

 

/etc/nsswitch.conf

 

 file simply 
turns on the system’s ability to use DNS. It does not affect 

 

sendmail

 

 
directly. If DNS is available, 

 

sendmail

 

 uses it. Make sure DNS is 
available on all systems that run 

 

sendmail

 

 by modifying the 

 

hosts: 
entry in the /etc/nsswitch.conf file. See “Configuring Hosts to Use 
DNS Mail Exchange Records” on page 112 for more information.

You can find additional information on the Solaris version of sendmail at 
http://www.sendmail.org/sun-specific/migration+sun.html.

Systems in a Mail Configuration

A mail configuration requires a minimum of two elements, which can be 
combined on the same system or can be provided by separate systems: a mail 
hub and mail clients. When you want users to be able to communicate with 
networks outside of your domain, you must also have a gateway. mailhost is 
a common DNS host alias assigned to the mail hub in any domain.

Figure 1 shows a typical electronic mail configuration that uses all elements. 
Each of these elements is identified and described in the following sections.
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 Figure 1 A Typical Electronic Mail Configuration

Gateway
A gateway is a system that handles connections between your network(s) 
and networks external to your site(s) such as the Internet, as shown in 
Figure 2. Note that both domains have a sendmail gateway host that is the 
only path out of their networks onto the Internet and, from there, to any 
other domain. You must customize the *mc file used to create the 
sendmail.cf file on the gateway system.

Client
Client

Gateway

Other domains

Mail hub Mailboxes
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 Figure 2 A Gateway Can Handle Connections Between Different 
Communications Protocols

If you have to set up a gateway, find a gateway configuration file that is 
close to what you need and modify it to fit your situation. Refer to the default 
/usr/lib/mail/cf/main-v7sun.mc file as an example if you want to write 
your own .mc file to use on a gateway system.

NOTE. The process you use to create sendmail configuration files 
has been changed. You must create a file with a .mc suffix and use the 
m4 macro processor and provided sendmail m4 macro files to build 
the sendmail.cf file. See “Testing the Rewriting Rules—the -bt 
Flag” on page 54 for more information.

Mail Hub
A mail hub is a system that you designate as the main mail system on your 
network. The mail hub is the system to which other systems at the site forward 
mail that they cannot deliver. You designate a system as a mail hub by adding 
the word mailhost to the Internet Protocol (IP) address line in the system’s 
/etc/hosts file or by adding a mailhost A (address) record to DNS for the 
mail hub in question. You should also write a *.mc file specific to your domain 
for your mail hub.

other.com

Gateway

Mail Hub

Client ClientClient

The Internet
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Spool
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Mail Hub
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A mail hub is any system that stores mailboxes in the /var/mail 
directory. The mail hub is responsible for routing all of the mail from a client. 
When a client sends mail, the mail hub puts it in a queue for delivery. Once 
the mail is in the queue, the client can reboot or turn off the system without 
losing the mail messages. When the recipient gets mail from a client, the path 
in the From: line of the message contains the name of the mail hub. If the 
recipient chooses to respond, the response goes to the user’s mailbox on the 
server.

When the mailbox is on a mail hub, messages are delivered to the server, 
not directly to the client’s system. When the mailbox is on the user’s local 
system, the local system acts as its own mail hub if it does not mount 
/var/mail from another system.

If the mail hub is not the user’s local system, users with NFS can mount 
the /var/mail directory in the /etc/vfstab file, use the automounter, or 
log in to the mail hub to read their mail.

A good candidate for a mail hub is a system with good network 
connectivity with a large amount of disk space for spooling incoming e-mail. 
The system should be backed up regularly. If your mail hub also doubles as 
your gateway, it should have connectivity to the Internet. If you have a 
stand-alone system that is not networked but is in a time-sharing 
configuration, you can treat the stand-alone as the mail hub of a one-system 
network. Similarly, if you have several systems on an Ethernet and none have 
phone lines, you can designate one as the mail hub. The mail hub can also 
provide home directories for users. 

If the mail hub for a domain does not also store user home directories, it 
should at least be able to automount the home directories for all users. The 
mail hub needs to examine the .forward file in a user’s home directory when 
trying to deliver messages to that user in case the user’s e-mail is being 
forwarded to another location. If each user’s home directory is not available to 
the mail hub, such forwarding does not work properly.

Table 1 shows some sample statistics about the size of mail messages and 
mail traffic at a computer company with about 200 employees who transmit 
large numbers of binaries (PDF files, executables, Excel spreadsheets, 
PowerPoint presentations) as attachments.

Table 1 Sample Statistics for Mail Messages and Traffic 

Statistic Description

10 Kbytes Average size of an e-mail message.

1 Mbyte Amount of mail received by an average user in one day.

1 Mbyte Small mailbox size (user reads mail regularly and stores 
messages elsewhere).
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Mail Client
A mail client is any system that enables a user’s mail spool file to be read 
through an NFS mount of /var/mail from a mail hub and, therefore, does 
not have a local /var/mail directory. You must make sure the mail client 
has the appropriate entry in the /etc/vfstab file and a mount point to 
mount the mailbox from the mail server or that it automounts the 
/var/mail directory.

NOTE. Mail clients often run sendmail, but they do not (or should 
not) listen for incoming sendmail connections from the network. 
Mail clients simply run sendmail so that sendmail can transmit 
e-mail sent from within the mail client to the nearest mail hub for 
processing.

Mail Service Programs

Mail services are provided by a combination of programs that interact, as 
shown by the simplified diagram in Figure 3.

200 Mbytes Large mailbox size (user stores long-term mail in 
/var/mail mailbox).

50-75 Mbyte Recommended spooling space to allocate for each user’s 
mailbox, based on the figures in this table.

Table 1 Sample Statistics for Mail Messages and Traffic (Continued)

Statistic Description
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 Figure 3 How Mail Programs Interact

Users send messages with programs—known as mail user agents 
(MUAs)—such as mailx, mailtool, or dtmail. See the manual pages for 
information about these programs.

The message is collected by the program that was used to generate it and is 
passed to the sendmail daemon or mail transport agent (MTA). The 
sendmail daemon parses (divides into identifiable segments) the addresses in 
the message, using information from the configuration file 
/etc/mail/sendmail.cf to determine network name syntax, aliasing, 
forwarding information, and network topology. Using this information, 
sendmail determines the route a message must take to get to a recipient.

The sendmail daemon passes the message to the appropriate mail hub, 
where it is handed off to a mail delivery agent. The /usr/lib/mail.local 
program—an example of a mail delivery agent—on the mail hub delivers the 
mail to the mailbox in the /var/mail/username file of the recipient of the 
message.

The user is notified that mail has arrived and retrieves it using an MUA 
such as /bin/mail, /bin/mailx, mailtool, dtmail, or a similar program.

/bin/mailx User sends message.

/bin/mailx Message is collected.

/usr/lib/sendmail Message is routed.

/bin/mail Message is delivered.

/bin/mailx User receives message.
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Mail User Agents (MUAs)
The mail user agent is the program that acts as the interface between the 
user and the sendmail program. The MUAs for the Solaris Operating 
Environment are /usr/bin/mail, /usr/bin/mailx, 
$OPENWINHOME/bin/mailtool, and /usr/dt/bin/dtmail.

Mail Transport Agent (MTA)
The transport agent actually receives and deliveres messages. The transport 
agent for the Solaris Operating Environment is sendmail.

Open source sendmail is available at the www.sendmail.org Web site, 
which is maintained by the Sendmail Consortium. At the time of writing, the 
current version of sendmail is 8.11.3. Sun compiles sendmail version 8.9.3 
and provides it as part of Solaris.

The transport agent performs the following functions.

• Accepts messages from the mail user agent.
• Understands destination addresses.
• Hands off mail originating on the local system to the proper delivery 

agent.
• Receives incoming mail from other MTAs and hands it off to delivery 

agents for delivery to local users.

If you want to use a more current version of sendmail than Sun provides, 
you can download it from www.sendmail.org. Two additional Web sites 
provide additional information about sendmail. A forum at 
www.sendmail.net disseminates information about and discuss sendmail. 
It has many useful articles and publishes news related to sendmail. 
www.sendmail.com sells a commercial version of sendmail. This version 
has nice graphical tools to help you customize sendmail.

The sendmail Configuration File (sendmail.cf)

A configuration file controls the way that sendmail performs its functions. 
The configuration file determines the choice of delivery agents, 
address-rewriting rules, and the format of the mail header. It also enables 
you to specify options that modify the functionality of different features or to 
turn the features on or off.

The sendmail program uses the information from the 
/etc/mail/sendmail.cf file to perform its functions. Each system has a 
default sendmail.cf file installed in the /etc/mail directory. You may not 
need to build a customized configuration file for your mail clients, but you do 
need to build them for your gateways and mail hubs.
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The Solaris Operating Environment provides two default configuration 
files, which are also in the /etc/mail directory.

• A configuration file named main.cf for the system (or systems) you 
designate as the mail hub or a gateway.

• A configuration file named subsidiary.cf (a duplicate copy of the 
default sendmail.cf file).

Which configuration file you use on any individual system depends on the 
role the system plays in your mail service.

• For mail clients, you do not need to do anything to set up or edit the 
default configuration file.

• To set up a mailhost, a relay host, or a gateway, copy the 
/usr/lib/mail/cf/main-v7sun.mc file and rename it with a .mc 
(mail configuration) suffix. Next, edit the .mc file to set parameters 
needed for your mail configuration: gateway and mail hub. You must 
then “compile” the file, using the m4 macro processor. See “Generating 
the sendmail Configuration File” on page 53 for more information. Refer 
to Chapter 2, “Customizing sendmail Configuration Files” for 
information on editing configuration files.

The following list describes some configuration parameters you may want 
to change, depending on the requirements of your site.

NOTE. You change these parameters in the .mc file that is used to 
generate the sendmail.cf file, not in the sendmail.cf file itself. 
The parameters are mentioned here so that you know what they look 
like in the resulting configuration file.

• Time values.
• Specify how often sendmail runs the queue. The interval is 

typically set to between 15 minutes and 1 hour.
• Specify read timeouts.
• Specify how long a message remains in the queue before it is 

returned to the sender.
• Delivery modes specify how quickly mail is to be delivered.
• Load limiting prevents wasted time during loaded periods because it 

does not attempt to deliver large messages, messages to many 
recipients, or messages to sites that have been down for a long time.

• Log level specifies what kinds of problems are logged.

New!New!
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• File modes.
• setuid for sendmail.
• Temporary file modes.
• /etc/mail/aliases permissions.

The sendmail program receives a message from a program such as 
mailx, mailtool, or dtmail, edits the message header as required by the 
destination mailer, and calls appropriate delivery agents to make the 
delivery. If delivery cannot be made immediately, sendmail requeues the 
request and tries to hand off delivery to the proper delivery agent at regular 
intervals until delivery is successful or until a timeout value is reached.

NOTE. The sendmail program never edits or changes the body of a 
message. Any changes that it makes to interpret e-mail addresses are 
made only in the header of the message.

Argument Processing and Address Parsing      When sendmail processes a 
message, it collects recipient names (either from the command line or from 
the SMTP protocol) and generates two files. One is an envelope that contains 
a list of recipients and information about delivery. The other file contains the 
header and the body of the message. The sendmail program expands aliases, 
including mailing lists, and validates as much as possible the remote 
recipient; sendmail checks syntax and verifies local recipients. Detailed 
checking of host names is deferred until delivery. As local recipients are 
verified, messages are forwarded to them.

After parsing the recipient lists, sendmail appends each name to both the 
envelope and the header of the message. When a name is aliased or 
forwarded, it retains the old name in the list and sets a flag to tell the 
delivery phase to ignore this recipient. The lists are kept free from duplicates, 
preventing “alias loops” and duplicate messages delivered to the same 
recipient, which can occur if a recipient is in two different alias groups.

NOTE. Users may receive duplicate copies of the same message when 
alias lists contain e-mail addresses for the same person (who is using 
different syntax). The sendmail program cannot always match the 
duplicate e-mail addresses.

Message Collection      The sendmail program then collects the message. 
The message has a header at the beginning. The header and the body of the 
message must be separated by a blank line. The only formatting requirement 
imposed on the message body is that its lines of text must be no greater than 
1,024 bytes. The sendmail program stores the header in memory and stores 
the body of the message in a temporary file. To simplify the program 
interface, the message is collected even if no names are valid—in which case 
the message is returned with an error.
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NOTE. Until now, sendmail could not transmit binary data as part 
of mail messages. With the advent of the multimedia mailtool, users 
can now transmit binary data. It must, however, be encoded by a mail 
user agent. sendmail does not do any automatic encoding of binary 
data. Refer to the documentation for Mail Tool or dtmail for 
information on how to encode and decode electronic mail messages.

Message Delivery      For each unique mailer and host in the recipient list, 
sendmail calls the appropriate delivery agent. Each invocation of a delivery 
agent sends a message to all of the users on one host. Delivery agents that 
accept only one recipient at a time are handled properly.

The sendmail program sends the message to the delivery agent with one 
of the same interfaces used to submit a message to sendmail (using the 
conventional UNIX argument vector/return status, speaking over a pair of 
UNIX pipes and speaking SMTP over a TCP connection). Each copy of the 
message has a customized header attached to the beginning of it. The 
delivery agent catches and checks the status code, and a suitable error 
message is given as appropriate. The exit code must conform to a system 
standard. If a nonstandard exit code is used, the message Services 
unavailable is used.

Queuing for Retransmission      When the delivery agent returns a status 
that shows it might be able to handle the mail later (for example, the next 
host is down or the phone is busy for UUCP), sendmail stores it in a queue 
and tries again later.

Return to Sender      If errors occur during processing, sendmail returns 
the message to the sender for retransmission. The letter may be mailed back 
or written to the dead.letter file in the sender’s home directory.

.forward Files

Users can create a .forward file in their home directory that sendmail uses 
to temporarily redirect mail or send mail to a custom set of programs. With a 
.forward file, users can redirect their mail without needing to bother a 
system administrator with frequent alias change requests. When 
troubleshooting mail problems, particularly problems of mail not being 
delivered to the expected address, always check the user’s home directory for 
a .forward file.

Mail Delivery Agents

A mail delivery agent (or delivery agent) specifies a program external to 
sendmail that sendmail uses to deliver messages to various locations and 
for various purposes. The following list provides examples of delivery agents.

• local—This delivery agent actually delivers an e-mail message into a 
user’s mailbox, usually on a central mail hub system.
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• prog—This delivery agent enables an e-mail message to be passed into 
a program instead of into a mailbox.

• smtp—This delivery agent does not actually call a program. Instead, it 
instructs sendmail to open a TCP network connection with another 
sendmail program running on another host. smtp enables sendmail to 
transmit messages to users that don’t have a mailbox on the local 
system.

Delivery agents return the status of their deliveries to sendmail. If the 
delivery is successful, sendmail does no further work. If the delivery fails, 
then sendmail determines whether to requeue the message for another 
delivery attempt later or to bounce the message back to the original sender. 
sendmail makes this decision based on the status returned by the delivery 
agent.

Delivery agents are sometimes called mailers. This terminology is 
confusing because the m4 macros used to specify delivery agents in .mc files 
are called MAILERs. Therefore, we use the term delivery agent here. For more 
information, see “Mailers” on page 51.

Mailbox

A mailbox is a file on a mail server that is the final destination for e-mail 
messages. The name of the mailbox can be the user name or a place to put 
mail for someone with a specific function, such as the postmaster. Mailboxes 
can be in the /var/mail directory on the user’s local system or on a mail 
server. The /var/mail directory is often called the mail spool. The files 
contained within that directory are called mailboxes.

Mail should always be stored in /var/mail. If /var/mail is 
NFS-mounted, it must be mounted with the actimeo=0 option.

The Aliases database, the /etc/mail/aliases file, and nameservices 
such as NIS and NIS+ provide mechanisms for creating aliases for electronic 
mail addresses so that users do not need to know the precise local name of a 
user’s mailbox. Mail aliases provide aliases for names to the left of the @ sign.

Some common naming conventions for special-purpose mailboxes are 
shown in Table 2.
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DNS and sendmail

Domain Name Service (DNS) is a required part of the mail services 
infrastructure. sendmail depends on DNS to transmit e-mail outside of 
internal networks. sendmail looks for DNS MX records to determine which 
system is used to transmit e-mail to each destination domain. DNS provides 
host names to the IP address service and serves as a database for mail 
administration. Networks generally organize their hosts into a hierarchy of 
administrative domains.

A domain is a directory structure for electronic mail addressing and 
network address naming. The domain address has the following format.

The part of the address to the left of the @ sign is the local address. The 
local address may contain information about routing using another mail 
transport. For example, if you are on the Internet and you want to send 
e-mail to a person (jim) who lives in a UUCP domain (joebob.uucp) that is 
hiding behind a domain that has direct Internet connectivity and DNS 
(starlight.com), you would use the address 
jim%joebob.uucp.@starlight.com.

Generally, this kind of addressing is no longer needed and is strictly 
prohibited by sendmail by default because it is used by spammers to send 
e-mail through other sites (called spam relaying). For example, suppose you 
want to send e-mail to ralph at idiot.com but you want to go through 
starlight.com to get there. Both domains are on the Internet and both run 
DNS, but you can still address the e-mail to 

Table 2 Conventions for the Format of Mailbox Names 

Format Description

username User names are frequently the same as 
mailbox names.

Firstname.Lastname,
Firstname_Lastname,
Firstinitial.Lastname
Firstinitial_Lastname

User names can be identified as full names 
with a dot (or an underscore) separating the 
first and last names or by a first initial with a 
dot (or an underscore) separating the initial 
and the last name.

mailbox@subdomain. . . . . subdomain2.subdomain1.top-level-domain
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ralph%idiot.com@starlight.com. This syntax sends the message(s) to 
starlight.com, whose sendmail converts the address to 
ralph@idiot.com. This conversion eats up time on the starlight.com 
gateway or mail hub.

The part of the address to the right of the @ sign shows the domain address 
for the local address. A dot (.) separates each part of the domain address. The 
domain can be an organization, a physical area, or a geographic region. Domain 
addresses are case-insensitive. It makes no difference whether you use upper, 
lower, or mixed case in the domain part of an address.

The order of domain information is hierarchical, with the locations more 
specific and local the closer they are to the @ sign (although certain British 
and New Zealand networks reverse the order).

NOTE. Most gateways automatically translate the reverse order of 
British and New Zealand domain names into the commonly used 
order. The larger the number of subdomains, the more detailed the 
information that is provided about the destination. Just as a 
subdirectory or a file in a file system hierarchy is inside the directory 
above, each subdomain is considered to be inside the one located to its 
right.

Table 3 shows the top-level domains in the United States.

Because of the increasing popularity of the World Wide Web, the 
International Ad Hoc Committee (IAHC), a coalition of participants from the 
broad Internet community, has implemented a proposal to add seven new 

Table 3 Top-Level Domains in the United States

Domain Description

.com Commercial sites.

.edu Educational sites.

.gov Government installations.

.mil Military installations.

.net Networking organizations.

.org Nonprofit organizations.
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generic top-level domains (gTLDs) to the existing set. The new gTLDs are 
listed in Table 4.

In addition to the new gTLDs, up to 28 new registrars will be established 
to grant registrations for second-level domain names. To guide future 
registrar developments, under Swiss law a Council of Registrars (CORE) 
association will be established to create and enforce requirements for 
registrar operations. The full text of the IAHC report is available at 
http://www.iahc.org.

NOTE. The IAHC was dissolved in 1997. Its successor, linked from 
the IAHC site, deals exclusively with DNS.

Table 5 shows the top-level domains for the United States and European 
countries.

Table 4 New Generic Top-Level Domains 

Domain Description

.arts Entities emphasizing cultural and entertainment 
activities.

.firm Businesses or firms.

.info Entities providing information services.

.nom Entities that want individual or personal nomenclature.

.rec Entities emphasizing recreation and entertainment 
activities.

.store Businesses offering goods to purchase.

.web Entities emphasizing activities related to the World Wide 
Web.

Table 5 Top-Level Country Domains 

Domain Description

.au Australia.

.at Austria.

.be Belgium.

.ch Switzerland.

.de West Germany.

.dk Denmark.

.es Spain.
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The following examples show education, commercial, and government 
domain addresses.

The following address is for a French domain.

The following address is for a British domain.

Note that some British and New Zealand networks write their mail 
addresses from top level to lower level, but most gateways automatically 
translate the address into the commonly used order (that is, lower level to 
higher).

.fi Finland.

.fr France.

.gr Greece.

.ie Ireland.

.is Iceland.

.it Italy.

.lu Luxembourg.

.nl The Netherlands.

.no Norway.

.pt Portugal.

.se Sweden.

.tr Turkey.

.uk United Kingdom.

.us United States.

roy@shibumi.cc.columbia.edu
rose@haggis.ssctr.bcm.tmc.edu
smallberries%mill.uucp@physics.uchicago.edu
day@concave.convex.com
paul@basic.ppg.com
angel@enterprise.arc.nasa.gov

hobbit@ilog.ilog.fr

fred@uk.ac.aberdeen.kc

Table 5 Top-Level Country Domains (Continued)

Domain Description
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Aliases

An alias is an alternative name. For electronic mail, you can use aliases to 
assign additional names to a user, to route mail to a particular system, to 
define mailing lists, to send e-mail through programs for processing, and to 
append e-mail messages to a file for later use.

You can create a mail alias for each user at your site to specify where the 
mail is stored. Providing a mail alias is like providing a mail stop as part of 
the address for an individual at a large corporation. If you do not provide the 
mail stop, the mail is delivered to a central address. Extra effort is required 
to determine where the mail is to be delivered within the building, and the 
possibility of error increases. For example, if two people named Kevin Smith 
work in the same building, the probability is high that each Kevin will 
receive mail intended for the other.

Use domains and location-independent addresses as much as possible 
when you create alias files. To enhance the portability and flexibility of alias 
files, make your alias entries as generic and system independent as possible. 
For example, if you have a user named ignatz on system oak in domain 
Eng.sun.com, create the alias as ignatz instead of ignatz@Eng or 
ignatz@oak. If the user ignatz changes the name of the system but 
remains within the engineering domain, you do not need to update any alias 
files to reflect the change in the system name.

When creating aliases that include users outside your domain, create the 
alias with the user name and the domain name. For example, if you have a 
user named smallberries on system privet in domain Corp.sun.com, 
create the alias as smallberries@Corp.

NOTE. You can set an option in the  *.mc file that generates the 
sendmail.cf file to translate the e-mail address to a fully qualified 
domain name—a domain name that contains all of the elements 
needed to specify where an electronic mail message should be 
delivered or where an NIS+ table is located—when mail goes outside 
the user’s domain. See Chapter 2, “Customizing sendmail 
Configuration Files” for more information.

Figure 4 shows how sendmail uses aliases. Programs that read mail, such 
as /usr/bin/mailx, can have aliases of their own, which are expanded before 
the message reaches sendmail.
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 Figure 4 How sendmail Uses Aliases

As system administrator, you should choose a policy for updating aliases 
and forwarding mail messages. You might set up an aliases mailbox as a 
place for users to send requests for mail forwarding and changes to their 
default mail alias. If your system uses NIS or NIS+, you can administer 
forwarding instead of forcing users to manage it themselves. A common 
mistake users make is to put a .forward file in the home directory of Host A 
that forwards mail to user@host-b. When the mail gets to Host B, 

/usr/lib/sendmail

/etc/mail/aliases

Local delivery
mechanism

NIS+ mail_aliases

NIS aliases

~/.forward

.mailrc

mailx

Mail Tool

Aliases
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sendmail looks up the user in the NIS or NIS+ aliases and sends the 
message back to user@host-a, resulting in a loop and more bounced mail.

Uses for Alias Files
You create mail aliases for global use in the NIS+ aliases table, in the NIS 
aliases map, or, if your site does not use a nameservice, in local 
/etc/mail/aliases files. You can also create and administer mailing lists 
with the same alias files.

Depending on the configuration of your mail services, you can administer 
aliases with the NIS or NIS+ nameservice to maintain a global aliases 
database or by updating all of the local /etc/mail/aliases files to keep 
them in sync. See Chapter 4, “Setting Up and Administering Mail Services” 
for information on how to create aliases.

In general, only the mail hub for an e-mail domain contains the full list of 
aliases. The client systems and gateways have no idea how to deliver e-mail 
to individuals. They forward or relay e-mail to the mail hub for handling. 
Unless you have multiple mail hubs, you don’t need to put aliases into NIS or 
NIS+.

Creating User Aliases

Users can also create and use aliases. They can create aliases either in their 
local .mailrc file, which only they can use, or in their system’s local 
/etc/mail/aliases file, which anyone can use. Users cannot create or 
administer NIS or NIS+ alias files. Users cannot administer the local 
/etc/mail/aliases file unless they have access to the root password on 
their system.

Including Files in Aliases

You can keep an alias list in a separate file and include a reference to it in the 
aliases file with the following syntax.

The following example includes an alias named engineers that is located 
in the /etc/mail/includes/engineers file.

If you want to delegate the administration of aliases to others, use the chown 
command to change the ownership of the included file to the name of the user. 

mailinglistname: :include:pathname

engineers:  :include:/etc/mail/includes/engineers
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Then, with the following syntax, create an alias that designates the owner of 
the alias.

mailinglistname is the name of the mailing list and username is the 
login name of the person responsible for administering the alias. The 
following example assigns ownership of the alias named engineers to user 
winsor.

Individuals can then use the owner-engineers alias to send e-mail to the 
person responsible for administering the alias.

Sending Mail to Files and Programs

You also can have aliases send e-mail to files and programs.

The following example appends all e-mail sent to listings-log to 
/proj/dev/logs/listings-log.

The following example sends all e-mail sent to weblogs as standard input 
to the program /usr/local/bin/analyze-web-logs.

For program aliases, the program must provide an appropriate exit status 
that is returned to sendmail; otherwise sendmail bouces all e-mails sent to 
this kind of aliases. sendmail is very picky about these return values. The 
appropriate values are listed in /usr/include/sysexits.h.

Syntax of Aliases
The following sections describe the syntax of NIS+, NIS, and .mailrc aliases.

NIS+ Aliases

The NIS+ aliases table contains all of the names by which a system or person 
is known, except for private aliases listed in users’ local .mailrc files. The 
sendmail program can use the NIS+ Aliases database instead of the local 

owner-mailinglistname: username

owner-engineers: winsor

listings-log:  /proj/dev/logs/listings-log

weblogs:  "/usr/local/bin/analyze-web-logs"
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/etc/mail/aliases files to determine mailing addresses. See the 
aliasadm(8) and nsswitch.conf(4) manual pages for more information.

The NIS+ aliases table has the following format.

The NIS+ aliases table columns, are described in Table 6. 

The NIS+ Aliases database should contain entries for all mail clients. 
You list, create, modify, and delete entries in the NIS+ Aliases database 
with the aliasadm command. If you are creating a new NIS+ aliases table, 
you must initialize the table before you create the entries. If the table already 
exists, no initialization is needed.

When creating alias entries, enter one alias per line. You should have only 
one entry that contains the user’s system name. For example, you could 
create the following entries for a user named winsor on system castle.

You can create an alias for local names or domains. For example, an alias 
entry for the user fred, who has a mailbox on the system oak and is in the 
domain Trees, could have the following entry in the NIS+ aliases table.

To use the aliasadm command, you must be root, a member of the NIS+ 
group that owns the Aliases database, or the person who created the 
database.

See Chapter 4, “Setting Up and Administering Mail Services” for 
information on how to create NIS+ alias tables.

alias: expansion  [options#   "comments"]

Table 6 Columns in the NIS+ Aliases Database 

Column Description

alias The name of the alias.

expansion The value of the alias as it would appear in a sendmail 
/etc/aliases file.

options Reserved for future use.

comments Use to add specific comments about an individual alias.

winsor: janice.winsor
jwinsor: janice.winsor
janicew: janice.winsor
janice.winsor: winsor@castle

fred: fred@Trees
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NIS Aliases

Aliases in the NIS aliases map have the following format.

.mailrc Aliases

Aliases in a .mailrc file have the following format.

/etc/mail/aliases Aliases

Distribution list formats in a local /etc/mail/aliases file have the 
following format.

The aliases in the /etc/mail/aliases file are stored in text form. When 
you edit the /etc/mail/aliases file, run the newaliases program to 
create a DBM database to make the aliases available to the sendmail 
program in binary form.

The Solaris 8 release provides the new /usr/bin/praliases command 
that you can use to display the contents of the /etc/mail/aliases file as 
key:value pairs. If you specify an argument on the command line, the 
command displays any matching key:value pair.

The following example uses the praliases command to display all of the 
aliases on the system paperbark.

The following example uses the praliases command with a username 
argument to display the alias for user ignatz.

name: name1, name2, . . .

alias aliasname name1 name2 name3 . . .

aliasname: name1,name2,name3 . . .

paperbark% praliases
mailer-daemon:postmaster
postmaster:root
winsor:winsor@paperbark
nobody:/dev/null
ignatz:ignatz@paperbark
@:@
paperbark% 

paperbark% praliases ignatz
ignatz:ignatz@paperbark
paperbark% 
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Mail Addressing

The mail address contains the name of the recipient and the system where 
the mail message is delivered. When you are administering a small mail 
system that does not use a nameservice, addressing mail is easy: Login 
names uniquely identify users.

Mail addressing for more complex sites is also easy when you use DNS 
Mail Exchange (MX) records.

UUCP Route-Based Addressing
UUCP route-based addressing requires the sender of an e-mail message to 
specify not only the local address (typically a user name) and its final 
destination but also the route that the message must take to reach its final 
destination.

NOTE. UUCP route-based addressing is shown here for historical 
reasons. These days, almost no one uses this form of addressing.

Route-based addresses, which are fairly common on UUCP networks, use 
the following format.

Whenever you see an exclamation point (bang) as part of an e-mail 
address, all (or some) of the route was specified by the sender. Route-based 
addresses are always read from left to right. For example, the following 
e-mail address is sent to user winsor on the system named ucbvax by going 
first from castle to the address sun, then to sierra, then to hplabs, and 
finally to ucbvax. (Note that this is an example and not an actual route.) If any 
of the four mail handlers is out of commission, the message is delayed or 
returned as undeliverable.

Route-Independent Addressing
Route-independent addressing requires the sender of an e-mail message to 
specify the name of the recipient and the final destination address. 
Route-independent addresses usually indicate the use of a high-speed 
network, such as the Internet. In addition, newer UUCP connections 

host!path!user

castle!sun!sierra!hplabs!ucbvax!winsor
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frequently use domain-style names. Route-independent addresses use the 
following format.

The increased popularity of the domain hierarchical naming scheme for 
computers across the country is making route-independent addresses more 
common. In fact, the most common route-independent address omits the host 
name from the address and relies on DNS MX records in the destination 
domain to properly identify the final destination of the e-mail message.

Route-independent addresses are read by searching for the @ sign and then 
reading the domain hierarchy from the right (the highest level) to the left 
(the most specific address to the right of the @ sign). For example, an e-mail 
address such as winsor@Eng.sun.com is resolved starting with the .com 
commercial domain, then the sun company name domain, and finally the Eng 
department domain.

How Mail Addressing Works
Assuming that you use the default rule set in the sendmail.cf file, the 
following examples show the routes an e-mail message can take. The route is 
determined by how the e-mail is addressed.

• Mail within a domain addressed with only the user’s login name goes to 
the aliases file on the mail hub (or to the Aliases database) and is 
sent to the address found in the database. In the example shown in 
Figure 5, mail addressed to the user winsor goes to the mail hub and is 
forwarded to the host named castle.

 Figure 5 Delivery Path for Mail Addressed with a User Name Only

user@host.domain

user@domain

Castle Mail hub

Gateway

Winsor
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• Mail within a domain addressed with the user’s login name and host 
name goes directly to the host system without any additional processing. 
In the example shown in Figure 6, mail addressed to the user winsor at 
the host named castle goes directly to the host named castle.

 Figure 6 Delivery Path for Mail Addressed with the User Name and the Host 
Name

• Mail within a domain addressed with the user’s login name and domain 
name goes to the aliases file on the mail hub (or to the Aliases 
database). If the mail hub has an alias, it redirects the message to the 
host system. In the example shown in Figure 7, mail addressed to the 
user winsor@Eng goes to the mail hub and is then forwarded to the host 
named castle.

 Figure 7 Delivery Path for Mail Addressed with the User Name and the 
Domain Name

Mail addressed with the user’s name and a fully qualified domain name 
goes to the mail hub, which sends it to the gateway. The gateway sends the 
message to the host system. When the mail comes from the recipient’s 
domain, however, the mail hub recognizes the domain name and does not 
send the message to the gateway host. In the example shown in Figure 8, 

Castle Mail hub

Gateway
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Castle Mail hub

Gateway
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mail addressed to the user ignatz@Eng.sun.com from outside the 
engineering domain goes to the sender’s mail hub and then to the sender’s 
gateway host. It is then forwarded to the recipient’s gateway host, the 
recipient’s mail hub, and finally to the host named oak.

 Figure 8 Delivery Path for Mail Addressed with a User Name and a Fully 
Qualified Domain Name

In Step 1, the e-mail is sent by a user on oak.eng.sun.com to 
jim@starlight.com. Note that the recipient’s personal system is 
bluejay.starlight.com but the mail spool for jim is NFS mounted from 
mailhub.starlight.com. The e-mail is picked up by sendmail on 
oak.eng.sun.com and transmitted to mailhub.eng.sun.com.

In Step 2, local sendmail determines that the e-mail is to someone outside 
the eng.sun.com DNS domain, so the e-mail is sent to sendmail on 
gateway.eng.sun.com for delivery over the Internet.

In Step 3, sendmail on gateway.eng.sun.com looks up the DNS MX 
record for starlight.com. In this case, it points to 
gateway.starlight.com, so sendmail transmits the message to the 
sendmail program on gateway.starlight.com.

The sendmail program on gateway.starlight.com is programmed to 
forward all e-mail to user@starlight.com to mailhub.starlight.com, 
which is done in Step 4. On mailhub.starlight.com, the message is 
handed off to the local delivery agent and the message is appended to Jim’s 
mailbox.

bluejay.starlight.com starlight.com mailhub.starlight.com

Step 4

Step 2

Step 3

Step 1

gateway.starlight.com

oak.eng.sun.com x.eng.sun.com mailhub.eng.sun.com gateway.eng.sun.com
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Mail Services Files and Programs

Files for the mail service are located in three directories: /bin, /etc/mail, 
and /usr/lib. Users’ mailboxes are located in the /var/mail directory. 
Table 7 lists the mail services programs.

Table 7 The Components of Mail Services 

Command or File Description

$OPENWINHOME/bin/mailtool MUA.

.sendmailvars.org_dir NIS+ version of sendmailvars 
table.

/etc/default/sendmail Store options used to start 
sendmail. This command is 
new in the Solaris 8 release. In 
previous releases, sendmail 
options were added to the init 
script. Because you no longer 
need to edit init scripts to add 
sendmail options, upgrading 
systems is easier. See 
Chapter 2, “Customizing 
sendmail Configuration Files” 
for more information.

/etc/mail/aliases Mail-forwarding information.

/etc/mail/main.cf Sample configuration file for 
main systems.

/etc/mail/sendmail.cf Configuration file for mail 
routing.

/etc/mail/sendmail.subsidiary.cf Sample configuration file for 
subsidiary systems.

/etc/mail/sendmailvars Table that stores macro and 
class definitions for lookup from 
sendmail.cf file.

/usr/bin/mail MUA.

/usr/bin/mailq Symbolic link to 
/usr/lib/sendmail that is 
used to print the headers of 
messages in the mail queue.
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/usr/bin/mailstats File that stores mail statistics 
generated by sendmail into 
/etc/mail/sendmail.st (if 
present).

/usr/bin/mailx MUA.

/usr/bin/mconnect Connect to the mailer for 
address verification and 
debugging.

/usr/bin/newaliases Symbolic link to 
/usr/lib/sendmail that is 
used to rebuild the database for 
the mail aliases file.

/usr/bin/praliases Display aliases in the 
/etc/mail/aliases file as 
key:value pairs. You can also 
specify an argument on the 
command line to display a 
matching key:value pair.

/usr/dt/bin/dtmail CDE window-based MUA.

/usr/dt/bin/dtmaillpr CDE electronic mail messaged 
print filter.

/usr/lib/mail.local Delivery agent that delivers 
mail to mailboxes.

/usr/lib/sendmail MTA.

/usr/lib/smrsh Limit the number of commands 
that can be used to run the 
"|program" syntax of 
sendmail. This freeware 
sendmail restricted shell is 
new in the Solaris 8 release.

/usr/sbin/in.comsat Mail notification daemon.

/usr/sbin/syslogd Daemon that implements the 
UNIX logging subsystem. 
sendmail sends logging 
information to this subsystem.

Table 7 The Components of Mail Services (Continued)

Command or File Description
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NOTE. Sites that used DNS with older releases of Solaris used the 
/usr/lib/sendmail.mx file to access mail exchange records. In the 
Solaris 8 release, this functionality is included in sendmail, and the 
/usr/lib/sendmail.mx file has been removed. You can configure 
the DNS nameservice with the /etc/nsswitch.conf file.

With sendmail version 8.9.3, you can use the /etc/mail directory to 
store tables that you activate with various m4 FEATURE macros.

You can create tables such as the following.

• /etc/mail/genericstable

• /etc/mail/mailertable

• /etc/mail/virtusertable

• /etc/mail/userdb

For example, to reference the /etc/mail/mailertable map, you include 
the following line in your .mc file.

See http://www.sendmail.org/m4/cf-readme.txt and Chapter 2, 
“Customizing sendmail Configuration Files” for more information on the 
purpose of each of these files.

Table 8 shows the contents of the /usr/lib/mail directory. These 
subdirectories are used with sendmail version 8.9.3 to customize and 
“compile” the sendmail configuration file. Refer to Chapter 2, “Customizing 
sendmail Configuration Files” for more information. 

FEATURE(`mailertable’, `hash -o /etc/mail/mailertable’)dnl

Table 8 Contents of the /usr/lib/mail Directory 

Directory Description

m4 General support routines. These very important 
routines process .mc files so that they can be used as 
configuration files. Do not change these routines 
without very careful consideration.

cf Configuration files. The files have .mc suffixes, and 
must be processed with the m4 macro processor to be 
complete. The resulting output has a .cf suffix.

ostype Definitions describing a particular operating system 
type. Use the OSTYPE macro in the .mc file to 
reference operating system types. Examples include 
"bsd4.3", "bsd4.4", "sunos3.5", and 
"sunos4.1".
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Table 9 shows the contents of the /bin directory that are used for mail 
services.

Table 10 shows the contents of the /etc/mail directory.

domain Definitions describing a particular domain. Use the 
DOMAIN macro in the .mc file to reference domains. 
Domain definitions are site dependent; for example, 
"CS.Berkeley.EDU.m4" describes hosts in the 
CS.Berkeley.EDU subdomain.

mailer Descriptions of mailers. Use the MAILER macro in the 
.mc file to reference mailer descriptions.

sh Shell scripts used when building the .cf file from the 
.mc file in the cf subdirectory.

feature Special features that you might want to include. Use 
the FEATURE macro to reference special features.

Table 9 Contents of the /bin Directory That Are Used for Mail 

Name Type Description 

mail File A mail user agent.

mailcompat File A filter to store mail in SunOS 4.x mailbox 
format.

mailq Link Link to /usr/lib/sendmail.

mailstats File Mail statistics generated by the 
/etc/mail/sendmail.st file (if present).

mailx File A mail user agent.

newaliases Link Link to /usr/lib/sendmail that is used to 
rebuild the database for the mail aliases file.

Table 10 Contents of the /etc/mail Directory 

Name Type Description

Mail.rc File Default settings for the mailtool user agent.

aliases File Mail-forwarding information.

aliases.dir File Binary form of mail-forwarding information 
(created by running newaliases).

Table 8 Contents of the /usr/lib/mail Directory (Continued)

Directory Description
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Table 11 shows the mail files in the /usr/lib directory.

Spooling directories for delivered mail are located in the /var/mail 
directory, as shown in Table 12. Mail that has not been delivered is stored in 
the /var/spool/mqueue directory.

aliases.pag File Binary form of mail-forwarding information 
(created by running newaliases).

mailx.rc File Default settings for the mailx user agent.

main.cf File Sample configuration file for main systems.

sendmail.cf File Configuration file for mail routing.

sendmail.hf File Help file used by the SMTP HELP command.

sendmail.pid File File containing the /usr/lib/sendmail 
-b -q1h command.

sendmail.st File The sendmail statistics file. (If this file is 
present, sendmail logs the amount of traffic 
through each mailer.)

sendmailvars File Table that stores macro and class definitions 
for lookup from sendmail.cf.

sendmailvars.
org_dir

Table NIS+ version of sendmailvars table.

subsidiary.cf File Sample configuration file for subsidiary 
systems.

Table 11 Mail Files in the /usr/lib Directory

Name Description

mail.local Mailer that delivers mail to mailboxes.

sendmail The routing program, also known as the mail transport 
agent.

Table 12 Contents of the /var/mail Directory 

Name Type Description

mailbox1 File Mailboxes for delivered mail.

mailbox2 File Mailboxes for delivered mail.

mailbox3 File Mailboxes for delivered mail.

Table 10 Contents of the /etc/mail Directory (Continued)

Name Type Description


